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Description:

Summer Buzz
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Tempting Tangles

This is such a pretty design, with its emerald coffee pot, surrounded by cherry blossoms, and names of all the
coffee drinks that bring summer sweetness to mind.

Summer Buzz is part of the beautiful collection of Seasonal tea & Coffee cross stitch patterns designed by
Deborah A. Dick of Tempting Tangles. They are an easy size to stitch and very decorative to display in a
kitchen or living room. Collect them all!

The charm of this design is not only the lovely color range, but also the tiny details. Check out the little bee
hovering around the pot, or the blooming branches surrounding the base. The flowers are worked in lazy daisy
stitch, a quick and fun stitch you'll come to love if you have never tried it before. The branches are worked in
stem stitch, another pretty and useful stitch. The instructions for this chart are quite detailed and come with
diagrams for the special stitches.

This cross stitch pattern comes with both a color overview chart, and a detailed black and white chart. It's best to
work this over two threads.

A cross stitch pattern by Tempting Tangles.
>> see more patterns by Tempting Tangles
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Summer Buzz
Chart size in stitches: 98 x 99
Suggested Needlework fabric: 32 ct antique white Jobelan evenweave (Wichelt # 862101) over 2
Finished size is 6 1/4" square
>>View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, Lazy daisy, Stem stitch
Chart: Black & White, Color overview
Threads: Dinky Dyes Silk (or DMC conversion)
Number of colors: 8
Other Supplies: Mill Hill Seed beads
Themes: Summer, an emerald coffee pot, cherry blossoms, coffee drinks, cherries

>> see more Tea & Coffee patterns by Tempting Tangles
>> see all Tea & Coffee patterns (all designers)

>> see al patterns with cherries (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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